Preface

Information geometry is the differential geometric treatment of statistical models. It thereby provides the mathematical foundation of statistics. Information geometry therefore is of interest both for its beautiful mathematical structure and for the insight it provides into statistics and its applications. Information geometry currently is a very active field. For instance, Springer will soon launch a new topical journal “Information Geometry”. We therefore think that the time is appropriate for a monograph on information geometry that develops the underlying mathematical theory in full generality and rigor, that explores the connections to other mathematical disciplines, and that proves abstract and general versions of the classical results of statistics, like the Cramér–Rao inequality or Chentsov’s theorem. These, then, are the purposes of the present book, and we hope that it will become the standard reference for the field.

Parametric statistics as introduced by R. Fisher considers parametrized families of probability measures on some finite or infinite sample space $\Omega$. Typically, one wishes to identify a parameter so that the resulting probability measure best fits the observation among the measures in the family. This naturally leads to quantitative questions, in particular, how sensitively the measures in the family depend on the parameter. For this, a geometric perspective is expedient. There is a natural metric, the Fisher metric introduced by Rao, on the space of probability measures on $\Omega$. This metric is simply the projective or spherical metric obtained when one considers a probability measure as a non-negative measure with a scaling factor to render its total mass equal to unity. The Fisher metric thus is a Riemannian metric that induces a corresponding structure on parametrized families of probability measures as above. Furthermore, moving from one reference measure to another yields an affine structure as discovered by S.I. Amari and N.N. Chentsov. The investigation of these metric and affine structures is therefore called information geometry. Information-theoretical quantities like relative entropies (Kullback–Leibler divergences) then find a natural geometric interpretation.

Information geometry thus provides a way of understanding information-theoretic quantities, statistical models, and corresponding statistical inference methods in geometric terms. In particular, the Fisher metric and the Amari–Chentsov
structure are characterized by their invariance under sufficient statistics. Several geometric formalisms have been identified as powerful tools to this end and emphasize respective geometric aspects of probability theory. In this book, we move beyond the applications in statistics and develop both a functional analytic and a geometric theory that are of mathematical interest in their own right. In particular, the theory of dually affine structures turns out to be an analogue of Kähler geometry in a real as opposed to a complex setting.

Also, as the concept of Shannon information can be related to the entropy concepts of Boltzmann and Gibbs, there is also a natural connection between information geometry and statistical mechanics. Finally, information geometry can also be used as a foundation of important parts of mathematical biology, like the theory of replicator equations and mathematical population genetics.

Sample spaces could be finite, but more often than not, they are infinite, for instance, subsets of some (finite- or even infinite-dimensional) Euclidean space. The spaces of measures on such spaces therefore are infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. Consequently, the differential geometric approach needs to be supplemented by functional analytic considerations. One of the purposes of this book therefore is to provide a general framework that integrates the differential geometry into the functional analysis.
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